
Foldable Origami Canoe

Manual



Watch the assembly video for more tips and tricks

www.onakcanoes.com/instructions 



What ś in the box
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Borders
female (6)

Wheels (2)

Wheel axle (2)

Wheel spacer (4)
Rib

Wheel split (2)

Origami Canoe
(folded)

Borders
male (4)

Small seat
Large seat



1. Unfold your ONAK
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2. Attach the borders
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Put the borders through the straps and connect them

Male Female

Click the borders on both sides and tighten straps A and B

AB B



Fold the nose and pull the 
nose straps (C) on both ends

C

3. Fold the noses
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Strap pulling tip

Pull the upper strap towards you and use 
the other hand to help the pulling motion

4. Pull the straps and guide the sides
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Fold the wing inwards and 
then pull strap E fully 

Pull strap B fully and guide the 
side fold using your hand

Pull strap D alternately to shape the ONAK 
to look the same as the drawing
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5. Insert the seats

Positions
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Push the hooks forward so they are easy
to connect - place the lock in the opening

To change positions all 
you need is a screwdriver 
or a small coin

Put the seats in the canoe, start with 
the big seat - connect one side first 

1

2

Slide the hook forward to make mounting easier 

high

middle

low



6. Insert the rib
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Slide the rib towards the dented line on the bottom 
It helps if you lift the bottom section of the rib

2

The hook at the end of the rib has to be placed 
around the inner screw next to strap A 

1



7. Final tightening of every strap
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Tighten every straps B, C, E all the way to the end
and cross D as much as possible  

Check whether every strap 
is completely tightened

Sailing direction

2

1

Two persons

One person
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8. Ready to paddle
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On strap B and C the black buckle 
needs to be close to the grey buckle 



9. Pack your ONAK together 
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Release cross straps D1 Dismantle the 
seats and rib

2

Loosen every strap  3

Flatten the canoe hull and take o� the borders4

Roll the canoe together5



10. Packing the canoe hull
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Mount the bottom lid and turn the canoe around 

Place the rib around the small seat and put one seat
on each side, the paddles and borders are next 

Close the case by placing the top lid 

Turn the canoe



Assemble the lids
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Safety first
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Our products are specifically designed with safety in 
mind, but canoeing always involves certain risks.
Please know and follow the local regulations when 
you go out on the water.
Always check the weather conditions.
We strongly advise the use of a life jacket. Check out 
our webshop for a jacket that nicely matches our 
canoe.
Always balance the weight distribution in your boat.

We are not liable for any accidents caused by the 
use or misuse of the canoe. By using it, you accept 
the risks and take responsibility.

Want to know more about the maintenance, the 
warranty and the durability of the ONAK canoe? 
Please check out the FAQ’s on our website!

Shared freedom

On onakcanoes.com we invite you to connect with 
other users and exchange adventures. 

Reach out and let us know what you think! 
At ONAK we take feedback very seriously, as it helps 
us enhance both the products we sell and the 
services we provide.

www.onakcanoes.com
info@onak.be


